
THE LINE BETWEEN INNOVATION AND ECO-SUSTAINABILITY

Our Story and our Vision

Refrigera Industriale is a manufacturing Company operating in 
Heating, Ventilation, Air-conditioning and Refrigeration business. 
The company designs, produces and distributes “Refrigera-Linea 
del Freddo®”branded Valves for refrigeration systems, branch 
joints and headers for VRF air-conditioning systems. Refrigera In-

dustriale sells its products in more than 
40 Countries thanks to a consolidate 
know-how in the design and manufac-
ture of high quality and innovative range 
of products. 
Very recently the company has launched 
a new R&D program named “Refrigera 4Environment®”, to develop new products by 
which Refrigera Industriale is committed to provide a tangible contribution to the 
interactions between man and climate. Every product carries the “CE-Made in Italy” 
label, reflecting its conformity to ISO9001:2008 norm and to EU legislation 97/23/EC 
(Pressure Equipment Directive). Depending on the operating pressure and the com-
pany’s product range, it differs from the lines as follows:
- products for HFC, suitable for a MWP up to 52 bar
- products for HC up to 45 bar
- products for NH3 up to 35 bar
- products for CO

2
 - R744, suitable for a MWP up to 60 bar

-  products for CO
2
 - R744, suitable for use in trans-critical cycles and pressure up to 140 bar.

New Challenges

Refrigera Industriale maintains its commitment to be a leading provider of 
systems that are widely anticipating the replacement of refrigerants with 
GFP (Green Footprint) greater than zero. It is ready to follow its leading 
HVAC-R customers offering product lines specifically dedicated to the re-
frigerants R744, LHC, NH3 and HFOs. 
New products have been evaluated in terms of material compatibility, endur-
ance, flammability. As a result the entire range will be ATEX Group II Category 2 approved.

Manufacturing Professionals

Refrigera Industriale can count on a dedicated team of professionals with 
technical expertise, industry knowledge, engineering and computer-aided 
design capability.
The Company cooperates very closely with the customers, when it is neces-
sary to customize or develop a new product that suits their requirements.
 Every manufacturing step is made and checked by expert workmen with 
the support of first class dedicated machinery. Our manufacturing pro-
cesses take care of environment and safety in the workplace. These are 
on-going tasks which are subject to a process of continuous improvement 
by minimising the waste we generate, reducing emissions, improving the energy efficiency of our installations, 
promoting clean technologies. 

Quality Controls

Refrigera Industriale takes care of products quality. All the components 
are checked against leakages through strict procedures conducted by 
skilled personnel. Every single Valve is tested inside air pressure cham-
bers and by direct inspection. Automatic sensors provide to evaluate their 
perfect airtight. 
Suppliers are deeply involved into quality assurance. Traceability of cast 
brass and periodical inspection by a third party authority guarantees the 
respect of all the regulations (PED).  Quality system adopted by Refrigera 
Industriale complies with the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 rules and refers to 
operating instructions continually up to date. 

New manufacturing site located  in Pordenone

3 Way Ball Valve with 
High Differential Pressure
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INNOVATION AND ECO-SUSTAINABILITY

REFRIGERA wants to emphasize its commitment to natural refrigerants in response to 
the HFC phasedown targets and offers a full lineup of CO2 components aiming to help 
HVAC-R industry to achieve the phasedown targets”

2-way and 3-way Ball Valve
with and without Schrader ™
Connections diameter:
6mm - 2-5/8”
Working pressure: up to 60 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C

Check Valve
Connections diameter: 
6mm –2-5/8”
Working pressure: up to 60 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C
Standard version and Spring
Reinforced version

Hybrid Ball Valve
Connections ODS/SAE, SAE/
SAE, NPT/NPT
Working pressure: up to 60 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C

3-way Changeover Valve
Connections NPT Male 1/2”,
NPT Female 1/2”, NPT Female 
1/2”
Working pressure: up to 60 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C

2-way and 3-way Ball Valve
with and without Schrader ™
Connections diameter:
Working pressure:
up to 140 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C

Check Valve
Connections diameter: 6mm 
–1-5/8”
Working pressure: 
up to 120 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C
Standard version and Spring
Reinforced version

Hybrid Ball Valve
Connections ODS/SAE, NPT/
DN INOX, NPT/NPT
Working pressure:
up to 140 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C

3-way Changeover Valve
Connections NPT Male 1/2”, 
NPT Female 1/2”, NPT Female 
1/2”
Working pressure: 
up to 140 bar
Temperature: -40 / +150 °C

-  Range: for 5/8 to 3/4 or 16mm. 
to 22mm.

-  Range: for 1-1/8 to 1-5/8 or 
28mm. to 42mm.

- Mesh 85µ

Multiple choice for connections:
- No connections
- K65 connections
- Stainless steel connections
- Hybrid connections

Refrigera designs custom-made products translating customer needs 
and requirements into design and engineering specifications to 
meet customer’s requirements and ensure longer product life, 
higher energy efficiency and better mechanical properties.

R744 (CO2) Subcritical products line 52 bar and 60 bar

REFRIGERA INDUSTRIALE extends the working pressure performance 
up to 60bar, covering the whole R744 sub-critical range.

R744 (CO2) Transcritical products line up to 140 bar

REFRIGERA INDUSTRIALE has been a pioneer in R744 refrigeration applications, answering 
to the increased interest and sensibility for low environmental impact gases. Our Valves, 
with brass body and high-copper alloy CuFe2P connections or AISI304 stainless steel con-
nections, work with maximum pressure up to 140 bar.

Ball Valves fit for Actuator

All Refrigera’s Valves can be outfitted for actuator. The connec-
tion Kit between the Valve and the motor it’s leak and explosion 
proof. Motorized Valve can be used for on off reasons or for flow 
regulation.

Y STRAINERS 140 BAR

CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCTS

130 BAR AISI 304 Stainless Steel Ball Valves

4 WAY Ball Valves 

Refrigera Industriale V-PORT Valves meets the demand of a better flow 
controls systems; flexible, cost efficient and maintenance friendly. 
V-Port application offers a direct relation between the flow passage 
through the Valve and the Valve opening angle.
V-Port solution can be applied to the whole Refrigera Industriale’s 
Valves range, 2 -3 Way, High and Low pressure.
Refrigera V-Port shaped Mixing Valves offers unique features in the 
current HVAC-R market:

-  Better and more consistent control than a normal 
 round port Ball Valve;
- High Kv rates in both inlet and outlet connections;
-  Functionality similar to the expansion Valve 
 in a 2 Way configuration. 
- High values of mixing parameters;
- Very short mixing length;
- Fast getting set point temperature 

Refrigera’s Stainless Steel Valves meets the requirements of heavy 
duty design for Industrial and Commercial Refrigeration the working 
pressure is 130BAR. AISI304 Stainless Steel Valves with butt weld 
connections are available in: 2-way and 3-way Ball Valves sizes: DN15, 
DN20, DN25, DN32, DN40 - 130 bar.

The AISI 304 Valves are NOW SUITABLE even for AMMONIA NH3.

3 Way Change Over Valve Made in Stainless Steel for High / Low Pressure (52-140BAR), suitable for R744, NH3, HFC, HC, HFO… 
Size available from 1/2” up to 1-1/4”

Refrigera 4-Way Valves provide heating and cooling capability in 
applications like heat pumps or reversible air conditioning units 
and chillers, reversing the refrigerant flow direction. The ball Valve 
design avoids any possibility of mechanical failure. AISI304 or CuFe2P 
connections can be mounted on the stainless-steel body for maximum 
flexibility. The 4-way Valve solution is easy to install and offers 
exceptional reliability. Working pressure up to 52-120 bar. 
Size: 7/8” up to 3.5/8”.

V-PORT Ball Valves  

AIR CONDITIONING  Refrigera Industriale is an Italian manufacturer and a specialist engineering company offering a 400 
items Catalogue of Branch Joints, Headers and Adapters of high-quality standards components for the world’s leading VRF air 
conditioning systems at a very competitive price. Furthermore to meet every customer requirements Refrigera Industriale has 
developed a range of products of both metric and imperial sizes. Our commitment to quality is highlighted by the pressure test-
ing carried out on every single components. Each components of our catalogue can be supplied with the tailor-made insulation 
designed and manufactured using fire-resistant material (Class 1). We can provide a detailed offer upon your request of specific 
technical drawings.
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Solutions suitable for:

Design optimized to guarantee high KV valvues Custom made manifold for service devices
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